Tammy Galer

Heavy Metal Hitman with 6 Prong Paw and 3 others
#1 For 6PP: How you guys doing tonight? Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Doing great!!! Just hanging around.Thank you for having us on.
Nick Williams:good
#2 For 6PP : For the people who have never heard 6PP, How do you
describe your music? Tammy \m/
Nick Williams: aggressive, political, awakening and refreshing we don't limit
our selfs at all. what about you seth.
Seth Earl: I think of us as just straight up metal, with some industrial influence
to it. In general just a lot of influences. Boobs are neat. lol brtualz metulz.
#3 For 6PP : Which one of you write the music, or do you all pitch in? Tammy
\m/
Nick Williams: Yeah we all pitch at some point. Each song comes about in
different ways,I think some of us are stronger at certain things then others
and together we work out the bugs. we never hold back opinions.
Seth Earl : Well, Nick and I are some of the main writers for guitar and such.
Josh takes hold of the drums but accepts suggestions a lot of the time. But
once in a while we all get together and throw stuff in and just make cool stuff
happen. Chad also throws in some sick bass grooves and Dustin has some
really original ideas.
Nick Williams: Computer God FRankenstein was the only song on the new
album we all actually sat down in a room and wrote together in one night. it
was very fast and spontaneous. One of my favorites.
#4 For 6PP : What inspires your lyrics? Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Political stuff mostly, that's what tickles Nick's fancy.
Nick Williams: Yeah I am very into the The Zeitgeist Movement, I am into
social restructure. I am pretty punk rock, when it come to lyrics now days.I
write about other stuff too but that seem to take over on our new disc

"Mapping the Void"
#5 For 6PP : What's your biggest influence in music? Tammy \m/
Nick Williams: I really like Acid Bath, Ministry, Witchcraft, Igor Stravinsky,
Beastie Boys, Cannibal Corpse, Every Time I Die
Seth Earl: Wellllllllll!!! I have many many influences. But my biggest ones may
be Dimebag from Pantera, Mark Morton from Lamb of God, Fredrik
Thordendal from Meshuggah, Paul Waggoner from BTBAM, and lastly Devin
Townsend from Strapping Young Lad. OH YES!! Acid Bath as well!
#6 For 6PP : Let's say you have a World Tour, Who would be the bands you'd
wanna play with? Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Mastodon, Clutch, Red Fang, The Sword, and us. I think that'd be
like a great bill for us to be on.
Nick Williams: Every Time I Die or Battlecross I bet we would get along pretty
good with those bands.
#7 For 6PP : Tell me about the live experience, What can the fans expect?
Tammy \m/
Seth Earl :Well, expect a lot of energy, maybe with a half drunk singer on
stage. lol Depends on the day i'm thinking Love you Nick.
But we give off a lot of energy from what i'm told. Soon enough we'll be
releasing a live music video so our fans will see and along with people that
haven't seen us before.
Nick Williams: drunk....no not me! Hey folks I can hold my shit. It will be much
more fun if I have a couple drinks in me...lol. Our live show is energetically
playful. We are serious but we are not overly serious and like to interact with
the crowd and get them involved. I like to have the atmosphere that your not
just there to see us play but you are there to hang out with us and have fun. I
will never be that guy sitting in the van before a show. (Unless I need a nap
or brush my teeth) We will be on tour at the end of may into june, IL, IA, IN,
OH WI, MN, WV, NY, NJ,PA, D.C.
#8 For 6PP : What do you think about YouTube and other Internet Music
Sites that share music, ETC... Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Well, Tammy, I believe those sites are really great today for getting
your music out and listened too. For individual artist, for any kind of artist.
This day and age, everything is digital and shared digitally. But it helps get
your music through.

Nick Williams: I don't mind sharing anything. Obviously in the early 90's
certain people called it and now no one makes money off recordings. So I
guess we are all going to have to stop bitching about it and play some live
shows. lol Thats why we all started to play music really! Cause we wanted to
entertain people and have fun! It wasn't to mull over every detail of a song in
a studio and be FAKE. Playing music is about going out and being real and
establishing a connection
#9 For 6PP : If fans wanted to purchase your music & merch, can they and
where ? Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Our official website! And iTunes, amazon. Just a lot of places,
knowing Nick, he'll post a link of our website.
Nick Williams: You can buy our albums cheeper at our website then all the
other corporate fuck tards that sell our shit. www. 6prong.com Don't buy
anything from iTunes...lol...Its a problem when the biggest company in the
world is the #1 distributor of music....I say this as I type on a apple
computer....lol
#10 For 6PP : It's time to wrap it up, Anything you would like to tell your fans?
Tammy \m/
Seth Earl: Well, thank you for being awesome and always supporting us.
Also, I would like to say that I was playing video games while doing this
interview. I can multi-task goddamn it!!! Hope to see some of you around
while we're on tour, if you see me or remember me, then just come up and
hug me. I like hugs.
Nick Williams: Yes we will be on tour starting May 29 all the way through
June.. We will be in IL, WI, MN, IN, OH, PA Maryland, NY, NJ, Pretty much
east coast tri-state area. You can find dates soon on www.6prong.com and at
the 6 Prong Paw Facebook page. Thanks Tammy Galer I really appreciate
you having us on. I hope I didnt swear to much.
Heavy Metal Hitman: Thank you Doll.. Much Love

